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Single-hearted Unity, Key to Success
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The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is not big in terms of territory and
population. Nevertheless, its socialist system remains stable even in the face of the
protracted sanctions and blockade by hostile forces. Rather, the people are making
world-startling achievements one after another.

Then what is the secret of this success?
The audiences the world over saw on TV screen how enthusiastically the people

were cheering with teary eyes when they met their leader.
Kim Jong Un inspects construction sites and other units even under the burning sun,

if it is for the people.
The leader has boundless love for the people and devotes himself to their interests,

and the people have absolute trust in their leader and follow him––this is the reality in
the DPRK.

Over recent years the sanctions and blockade against the DPRK were the
harshest-ever in history. But in this period the country has developed its defence
capabilities to an advanced level. And its economy grew faster: modern buildings and
bases for leisure activities have sprung up in larger numbers.

It would be right to say that the harmonious whole of the leader and the people is the
driving force behind the DPRK’s rapid progress even in the face of unfavourable
circumstances.

Thanks to the Juche Philosophy, single-hearted unity of the DPRK is further
strengthened and developed.

The principle of Juche, which calls for drawing on the strength of the masses who are
the masters of the revolution and construction, is Leader’s political creed.

A report was made on the work of the Seventh Central Committee of the Party from
January 5 to 7, 2021 at the Eighth Congress of the Workers' Party of Korea (WPK), an
important political event in the development of the Party and revolution.

Kim Jong Un, General Secretary of the WPK, President of the State Affairs of the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) and supreme commander of the armed
forces of the DPRK, made the report on the work of the Central Committee of the Party.

Kim Jong Un in his nine-hour-long report comprehensively and deeply analyzed and
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reviewed the work of the Seventh Central Committee of the Party, laid down a fresh
struggle line and strategic and tactical policies for making a radical advance in socialist
construction and set forth important tasks for advancing the cause of national
reunification and external relations and developing Party work.

All the lines and policies pursued by the Workers’ Party of Korea and the
government are for the good of the people and everything serves them.

Thanks to these policies, Korean society has been developed into one in which the
people’s human rights are fully guaranteed and they live happily without cause for envy.

General Secretary Kim Jong Il carried forward this ennobling idea of President
Kim Il Sung and its validity has been proved by the history of modern Korea.

Now, under the wise leadership of General Secretary Kim Jong Un, the DPRK is
making a leap forward in all spheres of social life.

The people’s living standards are steadily improving as they increase production in
all economic sectors by giving full play to the spirit of self-reliance and
self-development.

The Korean people’s beautiful dreams and ideals will surely come true under this
benevolent social system.

We of the Juche Idea Study Organization of Thailand would like to extend our warm
congratulations to Your Excellency on the occasion of the sun’s day and surely
widespread the Juche idea to the world.


